The Enduring Leadership© Workshop ™
Learn to use the Enduring Leadership© model to create greatness that will endure
(A 5-day intensely, introspective workshop)

SYNOPSIS
How many times have you, as the Corporate Leader and Head of your company, thought that you
need to:
•

•

•
•

Explore the current situation in terms of the “dream” that you have for the Company; how can
others in your team “dream the same dream”? What are the individual dreams of the others? How
can these be shared? How can you get the others, to dream your dream?
Explore your own feelings about what is “possible” and what is considered unlikely? What are the
fears about not being able to achieve the vision for the organization? How are these fears being
dealt with? What is a positive way to deal with them?
Explore understanding of current values individually and build a shared value system that your
entire team can commit to.
Build a system that will ensure that the greatness you have created will endure long after your
time.

SCOPE
This workshop is designed for Corporate Leaders, and Top Management Teams, to:
• Understand our ENDURING LEADERSHIP© model
• Assess where the current team stands with respect to it
• Identify what needs to be done and how to do it: Create a road map for implementation
• Identify Alignment issues that need to be dealt with, to ensure a culture that reflects the Values
METHODOLOGY & MODULES
Using the Discussion Group as the platform and the ENDURING LEADERSHIP© Model, elements of Systems
Theory and experiential learning techniques, instruments and exercises participants will:
•

Examine their own beliefs about themselves and their ability to succeed.

•

Share each others values and work through differences in belief or interpretation.

•

Articulate a shared Ideology and identify ways of sharing it with the rest of the organization.

•

Reflect on their own mission in life and in the context of the Organization

•

Action Planning: This is a joint exercise for the whole group as a result of which action plans will
be generated with regard to future developmental action.

